
 

 

  

  



 



 



 

  

Performance Summary From 8 to 4 PM Eastern – both sessions 

combined – an 8 Hour “Work Day”. 

What if you could make this happen: 

 - A $3,925.95/ Day systems results Based on $500 Per Trade for a full time 8 hour work day 5 

days a week. Now what if you could graduate to $1,000 a trade then to $2,500 a trade? Well let’s 

see $500 to $2,500 is $3,925.95/ Day systems results to $19,629.75/ Day systems results! Hey 

just doing the math. 

 Even if you’re loaded just start small, get used to trading the system and build to there. 



 What if you could make a quarter of that happen clicking call and put buttons all day like a video 

gamer. Maybe you can maybe you just won’t do it. I don’t know. 

 Our philosophy  is that when we have a system that has performed consistently over time as 

MMX has we need to hit it and hit it hard! You have to be aggressive and at least try. You’ll learn 

a ton. 

 Speaking of which – if traders would get their minds of trying so desperately hard to make money 

from trading but instead, focusing on trading excellently for the sake of it or at least by turning 

trading into a game, even pretending it was a video game they would do much better and even 

follow the “rules of the game” better (vs. breaking rules and trading too big in desperation for 

money). This is a big mindset tip I just gave you. I hope you can implement it. Email me your 

experience on the “Game” mindset. “ 

Performance Summary From 8 to 4 PM Eastern – both sessions combined – an 8 Hour “Work 

Day” 

  

Combined Daily Average: $3,925.95/ Day Based on $500 Per Trade 

Monthly Average: $82,445.00 / Month 

Annualized Average: $989,340.00/ Year 

2 percent= $19,786.80 Fair System Price 

  

Based on $2500 Per Trade (simply growing your position size which is still a small trade sized 

compared to vanilla options trading) 

  

Combined Daily Average: $19,629.75 / Day Based on $500 Per Trade 

Monthly Average: $412,225.00 / Month 

Annualized Average: $4,946,700.00 / Year 

  

  

 



The broker is the best broker as of this typing in the industry, has become an exchange and is one 

we use. You need to open a new account through our link, old ones do not count. The broker pays 

us for your system – that is why this deal exists. 

 

 

  

 

 
 

http://www.secureinfossl.com/?con=my_cart&met=addToCart&pid=ca15ba2caf0b6b9c48f7341c13da646d
http://www.secureinfossl.com/?con=my_cart&met=addToCart&pid=9b4de04bd6bc8784f9f2f506e4765594

